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Crap DO NOT INVEST IN. The developers forgot to ad a B or F note to the frigging timeline so no way can you make any
songs.. The applications does not support the VSTi digital instruments plugin API. Therefore, these are standalone applications
that do not integrate with an artists work environment, his DAW. While the application is useful to some, I miss many features
and wonder why some work the way they do. There is a beat you can add to your song, but these are merely samples and never
get adjusted in speed when you choose to do so. In other words, if you would use a beat, they are on a fixed BPM. I vote down,
as this is not for me. but it can surely be fun for the price it is available at, but just not for me.. Very very bad. I wasted my
money on this and it is super bad. it dosnt have fullscreen and not a lot of sound and there is annoying background music..
Completely useless program. Seriously. Isn't even worth $0.99 and I paid $6.99!

Update v0.0.5 : Hi everyone! This is update is mostly a set of fixes to common issues that were preventing people from playing
and causing some existing features to not work properly. Here are the main ones: - Pilot creation keyboard - Rudder input
binding - Black screen when returning from mission - Anti-ship missile guidance failure with only one waypoint Also, there was
a problem with the update process that cause some players' pilot save file to be overwritten. Sorry about that! That should no
longer be an issue. As I mentioned in the recent dev log, a lot of work is going into the mission editor and flyable fighter
vehicle, so it will still be a little while before tangible new features make their way into updates. Please continue to let me know
if you have any issues with the current version. Thank you all so much! Here is a full list of changes: Alpha v0.0.5
Improvements - Added built-in keyboard for Pilot creation.. Dev Report Nov 30, 2018 : First, I'd like to apologise for the lack
of announcements here on the Steam page and participation in the Steam discussions forum. You can rest assured that VTOL
VR development is still very active! It has been a few months since the last major update (v0.0.10), but since then, Ive been hard
at work adding new features and releasing them in small updates to the public testing branch. Most of the work has been towards
updating radar mechanics, adding wingmen voices and voice recognition, and making progress on the map editor. Along side the
major changes are the usual general improvements to vehicle cockpits, additional weapons, and optimizations. The new radar
system takes into account the radar cross section (RCS) of each aircraft at all view angles, physical effects such as Doppler and
ground clutter, and simulates the effects of chaff more realistically. These changes allow you to employ more advanced radar
missile/detection and avoidance techniques and make for a more dynamic and engaging combat environment. This feature can
be enabled in the game settings menu of the publictesting branch. With the help of many generous volunteers, each wingman
can now have one of over 20 unique voices when calling out enemy contacts, missile shots, etc. Voices can be assigned to a
specific wingman in the mission editor, or left to be randomly shuffled. On compatible systems (Windows 10), you can also
enable voice recognition by switching on the mic on the cockpits comms panel. Youll be able to command wingmen to attack
targets, set formations, refuel, etc, with more commands to come. With the new voices and the addition of voice recognition,
the battlefield feels much more alive. I bet youre all getting tired of the standard island map. The map editor will be a crucial
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tool for creating unique locations to fly different missions and campaigns. You will be able to import heightmaps, modify the
terrain using simple tools, easily generate cities, place military bases and other static objects, and place roads, bridges, and
highways. You can create maps from as small as 24km by 24km to as large as 196km by 196km, in different biomes such as
boreal, arctic, or desert. Like the mission editor, youll be able to zip up the generated map files and share them with other
players. If you want to try and give feedback on the latest features, you can opt-in to the public testing branch by going into the
Betas tab in the games properties windows on Steam.. Patch v0.0.10.1 : A quick patch to fix an issue with unit and waypoint
icons in the mission editor. I've also included a minimap for the mission editor (View->Minimap or ctrl-M) which will make it
easier to navigate large maps. You can double-click on the minimap to teleport the cursor somewhere. Alpha v0.0.10.1
PatchMission Editor- Added toggleable minimap- Fixed unit and waypoint icons. v0.0.11f2 Patch : A quick patch for some
small issues reported since yesterday's major update. One issue prevented mission 4 in the AV-42C "The Island" campaign from
progressing unless the player happened to fly through an unmarked waypoint. All objectives in that mission should trigger as
expected now. v0.0.11f2Units- Fixed Manta UCAV description in mission editorMission Editor- Fixed: "M" key triggered
measurement tool (not intended)AI Pilots- Fixed: pilot performing VTOL takeoff wouldn't execute a command given to them
while taking off (affected Open Water mission). Patch v0.0.2.1 + v0.0.2.2 : Just a quick fix for a couple mistakes in the
previous update. Cheers! Fixes Fixed broken mission objectives in The Island mission 3 Removed dev buttons from cockpit
Edit: Did another quick patch to fix the audio glitches in the mp3 player. Alpha v0.0.2.2 (patch) Fixes Fixed speed, skips,
pops/clicks in cockpit mp3 streamer. Dev Log - November 22, 2017 (+Autumn Sale!) : VTOL VR is 15% off for the Steam
Autumn Sale! Since the last update, I've been working on tools that will make creating content for the game a whole lot easier.
These tools will be built into the game and will allow the community to create and share custom missions and maps. The first
tool will be the mission editor. Until the map creator is done, you will be able to use the mission editor to create custom
scenarios in the existing island/ocean map. I've also been working on the model for the upcoming flyable Fighter/Attack jet. It
will be an updated version of the jets that your wingmen currently fly. There's still many things to do for it, so it won't be
available until early 2018. I've recieved reports that a small number of players have experienced getting a black screen after
returning from a mission in the latest update. It's unclear why it only happens to a few people, but I believe I've found the source
of the problem, so it should be fixed in the next update. There's also an issue where the hardware rudder binding will only detect
one of your attached devices, so if you have several joysticks/controllers, it may not read your rudder pedals. This issue has also
been fixed for the next update.. VTOL VR v0.0.12f2 Patch : A small patch to fix issues reported over the weekend in v0.0.12
v0.0.12f2General- Prevent custom campaigns in improper file location from being loaded- Fixed: editor resources with non-
lowercase extensions not recognized- Fixed: Mission selector scrollable list allowed selecting locked missions
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